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A

fter two pandemic-ridden
years spent in activewear and
loungewear, the good news is
here: denim is on a definite upward
cycle.

The 90s trend is back with high waist
jeans and wide legs; from Paris and
London to New York, people jump
on the blue train. Why? There is a
new trend that is not in the wardrobes anymore as only a few keep
their 90s denim, and Gen Z rediscovered it as their own – and of course,
must oblige and buy. This issue has a
design focus – no time to rest now!
Get your ideas from the Roundtable,
for example. Innovations in design
and sustainability must happen now
and must be communicated to customers. New cuts, revived looks, and
unique material mixes are highly desired to keep consumers buying novelties. And all this with sustainability in mind. Recycling is the topic on

Menno van Meurs, CEO of Tenue de Nîmes and founder
of the denim brand Tenue, shares his personal story and
upbeat viewpoint on the future of denim.

everyone’s lips, from accessories to
fibres. Mills are creating new set-ups
to cover demand; brands highlight
it on their tags. It is the first step of
many that must be taken to increase
circularity, create more sustainably,
and accentuate the industry’s part in
combating climate change. But think
outside the box – can denim only be
reused in garments, or can it be used
to create new products? What is next
for the industry – where is the age
of digitalization heading? We have
some answers for you.

A

decade after opening my first
Tenue de Nîmes denim store
in Amsterdam, I noticed that
jeans were becoming "just another
disposable."

As a young boy, I fell in love with denim. Going through my parent’s attic,
I found a box filled with clothes from
the 60s and 70s, but it was my dad’s
old denim jacket that immediately
grabbed my attention. Even though
it was decades old, it was in pristine
condition and survived the time test.
I knew right then and there that this
denim jacket was something special.

For now, celebrate being a member in a
community that powered through this
challenging time. Finally, we will meet
again at leading trade events. As always,
WeAr will be right there with you. We
wish you a successful business.

From that day onward, my life would
revolve around denim. My first job
was in a denim store, and I spent my
first pay cheque on a pair of Diesel
jeans (Only for the Brave) that I wore
every day until they fell apart.

Shamin Vogel
Editor

Read here online:

Historically, quality has always been at
the core of a pair of jeans - a piece of
‘workwear’ that could stand the test
of time. But when I noticed that jeans
were becoming part of the disposable
fashion trend and were no longer synonymous with quality, I was inspired
to make a change and founded the
brand Tenue.

Acne Studios

It might sound odd, but I would like
people to buy less, but better. I believe no person could be arrogant
enough to think that they can re-invent denim. What I do believe is that
together we need to help people understand and appreciate jeans’ history to come up with a sustainable
new chapter for its future.

HEAD -TO -TOE
D ENIM

Thinking of denim in this positive way
puts a smile back on my face. Time
for all of us to enjoy this beautiful new
blue momentum!

THERESA MADER

Double denim looks are back once again, yet this year more expressive as
they have never been before, and it's all about blue shades.

M

ade famous by Marilyn Monroe in the 60s when she wore a Lee denim jacket with classic blue jeans, double denim is back and big in
2022. The trend got special attention during the A/W 2022 Paris
men's fashion week when Kanye West and Julie Fox posed in matching denim outfits, wearing (West) head-to-toe denim Balenciaga and (Fox)
a Schiaparelli cropped jacket with conical breast features with Diesel low-waist
jeans and boots.

EST. 2002
TRUERELIGION.COM

Whether shirts matched with skirts or oversized jackets with jeans in different
washes, it is crucial to offer the right items to create a complete look. Considering how many denim pieces are on the market, the choice is endless, reaching
from Louis Vuitton monogrammed bags to Gucci slides — the sky is the limit.
The combination of the thick cotton cloth has become a safe everyday option
yet grades up the outfit of being effortless chic. An assembly of denim hues and
shapes patched up together as one complete harmonic look is seen in Bianca
Saunders S/S 22, Petar Petrov A/W 22, and Carolina Herrera's Resort 22 collections. Acne Studios S/S 22 collection resonates the play with forms and colors
to create contrast and a disruptive look. A patched denim dress in two-toned blue
is seen at Balenciaga, a two-toned denim jacket at Alexander McQueen, and
both jacket and trousers at Marine Serre ‘Web Exclusive’ line. This year is about
double denim freedom based on personal identities and styles.

Although it is an ongoing trend, especially after the growing interest in a more
casual look emerged due to the Covid 19 pandemic, the demand for denim is also
soaring due to other factors such as urbanization, the westernization in emerging
economies, and the rising fashion consciousness on a global scale. Sales of jeans
are steadily increasing and expected to surge demand to an amended size of 76.1
billion USD by 2026, reaching an estimated compound annual growth rate of 4,8
% from 2020 to 2026. The trend of a full denim attire never really faded and is
showing tendencies to stay.

It is essential to offer total denim look items in-store, from shirts to skirts, jackets and jeans; it's all about the blue tones, shapes, and cuts. Double denim can
be uneven, rough and bumpy, sleek, consistent, and equally balanced. Adding up
refined accessories, shoes and jewelry creates a whole aesthetic look. The total
denim look is universal, cross-seasonal, and expected to last.

What kind of double denim should be offered to clients? Is double denim meant
to mirror monotoned colors, or should it contrast in different shades and shapes?
What are the essential items to buy to have a complete look of the iconic material?
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UNEXPECTEDLY
TRANSFORMED

Ganni
Acne Studios
Sharabati Denim

Jen7 by 7 For All Mankind

FR E E DO M BLO OM S
N E R M I N KÖ S E / K R I ST I N A G L I G O R OVS K A

A

fter more than two years of uncertainty, it is
time to resonate positive vibes by wearing a
variety of silhouettes in different expressive
colors. The restyling of both denim and non-denim
attires is visible and moves from slim silhouettes to
extra loose shapes, with playful design details in distinct shades.
Currently, denim collections are all about dark colors,
raw hems, high waists, and wide legs. London-based
denim brand Raey offers loose silhouettes denims with
different volumes and fits: baggy boyfriend jeans, extra
folded wide leg jeans, super wide leg jeans in organic denim with fine and balanced authentic washes in
mid to dark blues, light gray, and rinsed washed blacks
for both men and women. SLVRLAKE, Los Angeles
premium denim, focuses on “premium vintage” indigo denim. High waist authentic look with straight
and wide legs dominate the women’s collection, with
some distressed looks and rips in the knees. Colors
range from medium to light blue. Warp + Weft’s collection consists of dark washes in blue and black with
a wide leg; high rises are combined with both straight
and flare legs with raw hem crop straight fit. The men’s
collection showcases straight legs with a wide range
of dark shades from dark indigo to medium blue with
blacks and mid and light gray. Etica Denim’s collection

has relaxed boyfriend and slim straight jeans in classic
washes and high waists. There are also panels of upcycled denim and patchwork effects. Deconstructed
feminine detailed denim jackets in stone wash and
button-down knee-length slim skirts with rinse washes are the complimentary pieces of the collection.

Unspun’s customizable unisex jeans are offered
in classic authentic fine washes and rinse washes
with tapered, loose and relaxed fit with a focus on
comfort and timeless style. Amendi’s womenswear
collection features modernized classic silhouettes,
high-waisted wide-leg fit, flare leg, and high-waisted fit in 100% organic cotton. Regular tapered fits
with mid-low waist and regular-tapered fit in stretch
denim; boot cut styles are offered in their menswear
denim collection. The ‘Blue Heritage’ collection of
the mill Sharabati Denim showcases crosshatch
denim in deep indigo shades with an authentic look
focusing on creating classic jean styles and the Japanese denim look. Walter Manfroi, the owner of Blue.
Men Distribution, an importer of Japanese denim
fabrics, observes that the antique, vintage look is
visible throughout Japanese collections. Processes
from 70-80 years ago are used to achieve the “good
old denim” look. Today, the companies place importance on color, quality, and selvedge.

Non-denim collections are colorful and bring you
back to the 90s. Agolde highlights 90s high waist
tapered fits and vintage inspired straight-leg silhouettes. Glossy and leather looks are in black, beige,
and white colors with straight and boot cut silhouettes. Re-constructed waist designs with loose fits
and wide legs are presented in white twill. Ganni
shows loose silhouettes in baggy shapes and wide
legs in neutral colors and shiny colors, pinks, and pastel tones on corduroys. Jen7 by 7 For All Mankind
presents cropped boot cut and floral patterns in
pastel tones, gabardines, and light twill with fury
silhouettes. Acne Studios offers a colorful palette
for non-denims in purple, pink, greens with loose silhouettes, wide legs, and high waists.

B Y M A N O N M A N G I N , P R O D U C T M A N A G E R FA S H I O N D E PA R T M E N T,
DENIM PREMIÈRE VISION

T

his A/W 23-24, denim embraces the beauty
of the journey. It reinvents its own steps, for a
renewed image. Past creations aren't forgotten but celebrated and transformed. Recycling used
items, drawing materials from local recycling loops,
and upcycling textile surplus.

The season confirms the sustainable prerequisites
of denim, which is grounded in transparent product
methods and the importance of traceability.
We don’t replace what is damaged. We celebrate
damaged items as they acquire a new beauty as they

deteriorate. Everything changes and nothing is to be
discarded now: repairing means cherishing, revisiting creative potential, forgoing the word “waste”,
tracing out new pathways and showing the origins.
Constant evolutions and continuous change imbue
denim with a new multifaceted, chameleon-like dimension. Unexpected is the key word this season:
both creative and visual. Nothing is ever quite what
it seems. Once transformed, denim can become
everything else.
Denim Première Vision will be at Arena Berlin,
May 17-18, 2022.

Overall denim new looks are about loose and baggy shapes; washes mostly have an authentic classic
wash with medium stone washes. Grey and black
ranges dominate in the denim collections. Rigid
denim has gained momentum with an authentic
wash look, rips and holes at the knees. Alongside,
non-denim lines feature colorful 90s inspired silhouettes in loose fit and high waist. Freedom, authenticity, and sustainability strongly impact the
next season’s looks.

kseniaschnaider.com
AG JEANS
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an Berry does not use paint and brushes but
denim and scissors. “It started as a simple observation, seeing the shades of denim in a pile
- only through working with it had I then noticed
my connection with denim. I do say now though
that I feel there is no better material that represents
our time.” For each of his works, Berry uses denim
samples that he cuts, trims, tears, and then glues
to create unique artistic expressions. Berry caught
the eye of many art and denim aficionados and took
a few commissioned portraits: Debbie Harry, Giorgio Armani, and Lapo Elkann, to name a few. His
aim is to create portraits of those that influenced
denim most: celebrities as well as industry insiders. His artworks are the symbol of upcycling and
have been displayed in museums, galleries, department- and denim stores worldwide. Berry however
clarifies: “My work is not for the denim industry; I
want to speak to the general public and how they
see denim. [Denim] is my medium, not my message.
We do not need to be experts to enjoy denim.”
His major exhibition, “Material World,” is ongoing
until May 1, 2022, at the Textile Museum of Sweden in Borås (Textilmuseet). For this exhibition, the
artist created a large piece of work with the most
influential people who wear denim and changed the
history. On April 8, 2022, he will set an installation in
Osnabrück, Germany. His well-known shows have
included “Behind Closed Doors” and “My Beautiful
Launderette” 2016 and “Hotel California” in 2019.

www.ianberry.org
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T HE R EC YCL I N G
R AC E FO R DE N I M
A N N A R O O S VA N W I J N G A A R D E N

Infinited Fiber

T

fully recyclable and circular. MUD Jeans achieved 40% and is far in their "Road to
100" project that aims to produce the first jeans made from 100% post-consumer
recycled cotton. The first sample has already been made, and bulk options are
being explored.

wo billion jeans are being produced worldwide every year, with an
annual increase of 6%. Only 63% of them are sold. Juxtaposed with
omnipresent responsibility manifestos, textile waste cannot remain
without repurposing — be it post-consumer cast-offs or pre-consumer scraps whirling around factory floors. What is the current state of
recycled denim?

Chemical recycling, on the other hand, enables high-value upcycling. The process breaks discarded cotton textiles down to their molecular structure while
removing all dyes and contaminants. The resulting filament is finer and stronger. It was used for adidas by Stella McCartney's Infinite Hoodie in collaboration
with the Swedish textile innovations company Evrnu. The Infinite Hoodie was
created with 60% of Evrnu's patented NuCycl and 40% organic cotton. Similarly, Levi’s iconic 501 jeans were given a sustainable makeover with 16% Circulose
from Renewcell that patented Circulose.

Brands like Nudie Jeans and ARMEDANGELS have recycling programs, offering consumers discounts up to 25% for handing in old denim that they promise to
turn into clothes again. In practice, they target a share of it, and they mix it with
virgin fibres because 100%-recycling is costly and, at this point, unviable. Looking
at the final share of total clothing waste, 10% gets recycled, of which only 1% is
turned into new apparel.

Whereas most chemical recycling techniques are not ready for scaling, Lenzing's
Tencel and Refibra are already commercially available. The cellulose fibre
contains 30% (going on 40-50%) industrial and post-consumer cotton waste,
combined with dissolved wood pulp from sustainably managed forests. Kings of
Indigo used 20% of the fibre for their John & Indira five-pocket jeans.

The case for denim recycling is substantial, from a business and an environmental
stance. Most denim is made of 98-99% cotton. The world cotton production is projected to grow 1.5% annually to reach 28 billion kilograms in 2030. Cotton leaves the
biggest mark of all raw materials used in fashion after cow leather and silk.
Most recycled cotton derives from mechanical recycling, which follows sorting,
shredding, blending (with virgin cotton), and spinning. Ideally, there would be no
mixing, but it is needed because shredding decreases fibre quality by 75%, shortening the fibre. For their Spring 2022 season, Patagonia uses 32% of their cotton
fabrics made with blends of organic cotton, recycled cotton, Cotton in Conversion, and Regenerative Organic Certified (ROC) Cotton. E.L.V. Denim works
around the downcycling problem by deconstructing used jeans from UK warehouses into bigger pieces and pairing them into bricolage premium design jackets
and jeans.

Another solution ready to disrupt the industry is Infinited Fiber’s regenerated
textile fibre Infinna. The premium cotton-like fibre can be recycled infinitely
without loss of quality. A 65% Infinna plus cotton blend mimics jeans properties. Earlier this year, their first limited-edition jeans came to market designed
by Weekday in a 50/50 blend of Infinna and organic cotton. A similar partnership
with Wrangler was announced last fall, and the first 100% circular jeans are almost ready for licensing.
Policy is accelerating the speed of recycling developments. Bringing all relevant
supply chain parties to the table, The Dutch Denim Deal made dominant denim
brands based in the Netherlands commit to using at least 5% post-consumer recycled cotton. Big problems like low-quality feedstock and the cost of all these
processes prevail, but change starts small, with a target and an autograph.

Currently, the highest percentage of mechanically recycled content lies around
40-50%. Belgian brand HNST makes jeans in a hybrid yarn with 56% recycled
denim from pre-consumer and post-consumer textile waste, 21% Tencel, and
23% Greek virgin cotton — together 100% cellulose in origin, making the jeans
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DE N I M’S PAT H
TO T R A N S FORM AT I ON
Today, there is an urge for a holistic approach in the denim industry to be at the
forefront of changes and accelerate technological advances towards responsible
solutions. WeAr talked with various denim experts and creatives about the future of
denim design and asked them about their perspective on the new processes, in terms
of wash, technology, and sustainability, crucial for the future of the denim industry.
SA R A H A H M E D
CO -FOUNDER
& C H I E F C R E AT I V E O F F I C E R ,
D L1 9 6 1

I A N S C OT T K E T T LE

NICOLAS PROPHTE

BA R I Ş ÖZ D E N

MENSWEAR DESIGNER

V P S O U R C I N G , P R O D U C T I O N & I N N O VAT I O N

PRODUCT DE VELOPMENT MANAGER ,

MAKER & BR AND MENTOR

DENIM, TOMMY HILFIGER

I S KO

In this emerging world of sustainability and the desire for ethical practices to be present, denim, like
many other mass-produced products, initiates difficult conversations around the excesses of Indigo
dying or the ethical questioning of mass-production!
Having repositioned my own men's accessory
business around bespoke and commissioned design and production, I feel the narrative of the
"five-pocket western" can do the same.
There is a need for traditional indigo/denim production to look to new chemistry/technology for
less wasteful dying solutions, while the manufacturing must revert to its original, raw state. Denim is perhaps well placed, being able to support
a higher price point where innovation and quality
are present.

At Tommy Hilfiger, we aim to become a brand that
Wastes Nothing and Welcomes All. Currently, denim design cultivates the creativity of designers and
engages circularity at the heart of the process, to ensure we are crafting denim products from renewable
resources, minimal impact industrial processes, and
high recyclability at the end of the life cycle.
We are working towards a future that scales innovation
for maximized impact. This harnesses traceability, with
full visibility of the product’s journey, from farm to shop.
Tommy Hilfiger has an increased focus on innovation as we drive our activities across the entire value
chain for an improved sustainable impact. We will
continue to enhance alternative fibres from various
organic waste — adding to responsible hemp and a
minimum of 20% post-consumer recycled cotton
across all denim collections. We utilize water-free
technologies such as laser finishes and ozone washing which reduces water, enzyme, chemical, and energy use. There’s also the development of new Indigo Dyeing technology, which will increase efficiency
and productivity while conserving energy, water, and
chemicals, alongside the use of indigo molecules.
Overall, we hope to pioneer, lead, and inspire the
transition to a more sustainable denim industry.

I believe circular sustainability will play a significant
role in the future of denim design. ISKO, is removing
the reliance on fossil fuels and virgin materials, using
only renewable energy, plus reusing and recycling
materials already in circulation. The challenge is to
have sustainable solutions with appealing design
and reasonable prices. The way denim is designed is
connected to the entire manufacturing process. We
are very proud of our R-TWO50+ technology % [up
to 80% recycled materials] and our Global Recycled
Standard certified fabrics.
The next step is to intertwine our sustainable approaches with circularity. We are already making a
lot of headway with our Green Machine technology
that enables the separation of polyester fibres from
blended fabrics through an innovative and ultra-efficient hydrothermal treatment method.

E DA D I K M E N

A N N A FO S T E R

M A R K E T I N G & C O M M U N I C AT I O N S M A N A G E R ,

F O U N D E R A N D C R E AT I V E D I R E C T O R ,

SOORTY

E . L .V. D E N I M

Overconsumption and rapid discarding of products
have been barriers to a more responsible fashion
world. For consumers who need less but care more,
we will be offering denim designed with carefully
selected materials, mindful processes, vigorous construction, and increased lifespan to ensure functional and emotional durability.
Design thinking is essential to develop purpose-driven goods and minimal processes that efficiently allocate and utilize correct resources; it can
potentially solve supply chain problems. Embracing
smart and responsible technologies enable us to
use less of what is limited while making the best/
most use of them.

We have to go back to the roots, design with 100%
cotton, and eliminate stretch, which is a relatively
more recent adoption. Stretch is designed to do as
it says and eventually loses its shape. The amount of
discarded stretch denim that we see infiltrating the
post-consumer waste market is increasing rapidly.
We have to design with longevity in mind.
I would love to see a future where we don’t create any new virgin fibres but use up all the material that is in existence already. I have been awarded
a “Women in Innovation Grant” to design a sorting
infrastructure to create viable textile feedstocks for
recycling and investigate how to extract the elastane
from stretch denim.

TIM K AEDING
C R E AT I V E D I R E C T O R A N D C O - F O U N D E R ,
MOTHER

The technology to reduce water waste and the use of
harsh chemicals in the wash process has increased
exponentially in the last 18-months or so. It’s very
exciting to start to see apparel created using more
sustainable methods come out of the laundry looking as good as it would using traditional methods.
To me, that’s one of the most exciting things we are
working on right now.
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Recycled
materials,
traceability,
closed-loop manufacturing are all key.
Thankfully, the technology and facilities to do all the above exist and are
cost-effective for brands. Being vertically integrated gives us first-hand
insights into how we can track, optimize and implement the latest denim
innovations.
This year, as part of our awareness
campaign
around
sustainability,
DL1961 is launching the Digital Tag
Project, a QR code linked traceable tag that gives detailed metrics of
the manufacturing particulars of that
jeans. We hope to roll this out for all
products end of 2022.

M AT T E O S I N I G AG L I A
C E O , FA S H I O N B O X S P A

We need to hold ourselves to a higher
standard by being sustainable and not
just claiming to be. Denim design in
the future will still be influenced by
classic, vintage denim but the execution, from fibre to finish, will continue
to push the boundaries of sustainability with further transparency, traceability, circularity & biodegradability.
Some of the biggest innovations in
denim are happening at the raw material level, whether in terms of sustainability or performance. Making
natural, vintage-looking denim in ever-evolving sustainable ways, like AG
Jeans' Vapor Wash, which significantly reduces water, chemicals and energy, will help to set new standards.

Authenticity (the guarantee of the heritage) and
sustainability (respect and protection of the environment through circular processes) are the future
of denim design.
We included new processes in our A/W 22-23
collection in the following packages: Hyperflex Re-Used - sustainable denim from recycled polyester and regenerated cotton. A new
version of the ‘Forever Blue’ line is developed
in three different indigo washes, with toneon-tone rivets and buttons. The continuous
‘X-Lite Ocean Blue’ collection features green
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R O N BA L AT BAT
DENIM DESIGN DIRECTOR ,
AG JE ANS

super stretch and comfortable denim, made of
a very light hyperflex fabric. Recycled 360 - a
new entry in the Replay denim range. It minimizes virgin fibres by using at least 50% recycled cotton and polyester, recovered from
production and prototyping processes. The
production processes ensure a 65% reduction
in water consumption, with an overall ecological footprint reduction of 45%. Biopack - made
of organic cotton, in various fittings and washes, with colored denim proposals consistent
with the collection’s tops.

R O U N D TA B L E

R O U N D TA B L E

S E A N BA R R O N

AY DA N T U Z U N

A D R I A N O G O LD S C H M I E D

CEO & CO -FOUNDER , RE/DONE

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF GLOBAL SALES

P R E S I D E N T, G E N I O U S G R O U P

AND MARKETING,

Understanding how important responsibility is to
younger generations, the future of denim design lies in
sustainability just as much as the silhouette. Continuing to experiment with eco-friendly production methods or materials, including waterless dyes, bio-based
materials, low-impact machinery, and more, will ultimately be a key factor in this process for all brands.
Brands are beginning to realize the importance of
thinking granular when it comes to sustainable innovation. A great example is how our manufacturers
have completely phased out polystretch films in all
production processes, replacing them with stainless
steel tables and coverings made from recycled fabric. This has created a habit of upcycling for function,
overhauling plastic coverings with upcycled patchwork denim coverings and therefore reducing waste.

PAU L M A R C I A N O
C H I E F C R E AT I V E D I R E C T O R ,
GUESS

N AV E E N A D E N I M M I L L S

The denim design of tomorrow will certainly be
shaped by circularity. The fashion industry had already started to embrace this new model, but it
has become more evident since last August's IPCC
climate report declared a "code red" for humanity.
Denim has been historically a frontrunner in many
pivotal changes inside the fashion industry, and it
will hopefully be the example to follow again. Initiatives such as "The Jeans Redesign" by Ellen
MacArthur Foundation show this trend. The new
processes also reflect [circularity]. They are all about
innovative new low-impact fibres, post-industrial
and post-consumer waste, new processes using less
energy, water, chemicals.

At GUESS, we continue to invest in innovation,
technology, and sustainability. Today, we are focusing on circular denim design processes to provide
long-lasting products and invest in richer materials
such as cashmere denim and silk denim, giving high
value for the price of the garments and a luxury appeal. We’re also diversifying the fits and shifting into
straight and more relaxed silhouettes to provide our
customers with more options.
To reduce the environmental impact, we are working
with several techniques and processes. For instance,
we’re working with Dry Indigo, a dry dyeing process

The denim design is becoming more and more important. In the past, it was more about the aesthetic
direction, but today, in addition to that, it needs to be
integrated into all processes of making the product. It
is the design of the denim that, with the support of the
knowledge of every step of the chain, is selecting the
fibres, the spinning methods, the dying, and weaving
to arrive at manufacturing and washes. In the end, this
means that the designer needs much more knowledge
and is changing the design process into teamwork.
In recent years, the innovation in our segment has
a tremendous speed under legal pressure to go towards zero impact. Digitalization will play a significant role in making the process more efficient and
sustainable. The other player is biotechnology, which
will show that we have all that we need in nature and
will stop our dependence on oil.

with foam and without water. Indigo Flow is another
process that uses a sustainable indigo dyeing technique that benefits from a system that reduces water
consumption by 70% and energy savings due to heatfree processing in the finishing phase. We’re utilizing
advanced ozone and laser technology to save water
during the washing process and are alternatives to
chemical substances. Finally, we are using innovative
fibres such as degradable elastane called Roica V550,
which breaks down without releasing harmful substances into the environment at the end of its life and
becomes nutrients for a continuous life cycle.

D R . D I LE K E R I K

D R . PAU L Y U I LLE

Z I H A A D W E LL S

GLOBAL MARKE TING MANAGER ,

MANAGING DIRECTOR ,

C R E AT I V E D I R E C T O R ,

S H A R A B AT I D E N I M

PY + CO

TRUE RELIGION

The main subject is sustainability, not only for
denim but also for all other industries. Our main
goals should be reducing the natural sources used
in the production, ensuring that our waste does
not harm nature, achieving the highest level of recycling, and adopting this principle in the production of all products.
We should aim to reintroduce the waste generated
during production into the manufacturing cycle as
much as possible without compromising the quality, performance, and high recycled fibre ratio of
the products. Developing and adopting new processes to save and recycle water will be even more
important in the future. Fabrics that we produce
will not be products that are used for a short time
and then discarded but will be preferred, stored,
and repurposed for many years to use the available
resources responsibly.

Design and innovation will play a critical role in creating a sustainable textile industry, as the model we
currently have is built upon false seasonality and presumes that natural resources are infinite and free. We
are now seeing the reality and the impact of this false
premise and the dire consequences of overproduction and overconsumption.
But by adopting creative design thinking and innovation, we can build a textile industry that aims to
achieve zero environmental impact, has fully closed
loops of production and consumption, and uses textiles that are carbon positive and have low water usage. We must begin to think differently if we want a
different result.

Consumers are becoming increasingly interested
in fashion from the aughts, and as it’s the consumer
who is influencing retail trends, we’re going to continue seeing denim brands support these demands. We
pride ourselves in being authentic and staying current
with the trends while also designing denim that reflects the original styles of True Religion.
New processes that we’re seeing include brands relying on recycled denim and yarns as well as waterless washes and laser technology, a highly impactful
and sustainable mechanism for developing denim
these days. As a brand, we are leaning heavily into
the upcycling culture. This year marks our 20th
anniversary and we will be launching our Vintage
Marketplace, an opportunity to reintroduce original
products in one place and continue the lifecycle of
our most treasured and iconic silhouettes.

K E N - I C H I I WAYA
FOUNDER AND CEO,
P U R E B L U E J A PA N / S YO A I YA I N C .

We believe emotional conviction such as passion
and curiosity are important to deliver the perfect
denim to the future market. We have committed
and been motivated to create “The true original
denim from Japan.”
Rather than diving into the aggressive transformation of technology, we set high-standard
goals in terms of craftmanship. We believe it is
essential to visualize and share the production
process with customers. They want to know
Photo: Courtesy of Lightning Magazine

The future of the textile sector necessarily involves the circular economy, sustainability, and digitalization.
At Tejidos Royo, we have been researching, developing, and manufacturing our products in Spain for over a
century, following high-quality standards and traceable, sustainable parameters throughout the entire value
chain. We seek efficiency in the manufacturing process and excellence in
the product, with the utmost respect
for the environment. Minimizing resources in the production process is
key to our business strategy.

J O S E R A FA E L

Z E N N U R E DA N I Ş M A N

R OYO BA LLE S T E R O S

M A R K E T I N G A N D WA S H I N G

VICE-PRESIDENT

M A N A G E R , O R TA

AND SALES MANAGER ,
T E J I D O S R OYO
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that the products originate from safe processes,
location, and background.
Another focus is to deliver unique characteristics to the product. Product quality has
been improved with advanced manufacturing technology, but the market was shifted to
mass trend production. I believe the synergy of new development and tradition brings
uniqueness and multiplies the impact in the
future market.

At ORTA , we envision a denim future that goes beyond a circular
economy to a world of infinite possibilities. Collaboration is enabled
in every step of the design and production process, from the farmer to
the designer, from the fabric mill to
the fashionista. Denim guides fashion's leadership in climate action
and builds a waste-free ecosystem
that enables a longer, healthier life
for our planet.
In the scope of our mission of "doing more with less," we believe in the
innovation of comfortable stretch.
Our Torque fabric family is a comfort
stretch story created from biodegradable mono fibres. Regenerative cotton
is the modern and most pragmatic
way to help stop climate change.

11/03/2022 10:25
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Planq

R E V I V I N G DE N I M
B E YO N D T H E
FAS HI O N I N DUST RY
A N AT T F I N K L E R

O

ur sustainability journey starts by building a strong circular economy. According
to the Ellen MacArthur Foundation “To
solve big problems like climate change,
waste, and pollution, we need a big idea, which
leads us to rethink how we design, make, and use
the things we need, from the food we eat to the
clothes we wear.”
Durable garments and taking distance from the
throw-away culture are the key to denim’s future.
Circular design requires clean materials that stay
in the system whether upcycled, downcycled, recycled, or repurposed and ultimately allow biodegradability or composability.

The growth of the denim industry indicates immense waste. Therefore the industry must seek innovative solutions and mitigate the waste impact
while working towards circularity that creates value
to the products.
Innovative companies are changing how denim
waste is perceived, transforming the material into
higher-value products, and developing sustainable
solutions for businesses to help them grow.
To help solve the problem of discarded textile DenimX
is reusing it to create new products. Its founder, the
industrial designer Marc Meijers, discovered a combination of shredding textile fibres with 100% bio-based
plastic to create a new type of versatile, sustainable,
re-usable, and circular composite material.

By keeping the original reused fibres, DenimX creates products with unique aesthetics. Although
the company works with other materials, denim
remains the most popular. “Denim stands out from
far away, and it is accepted as a valuable material
in almost every layer of society,” Meijers said.
With its recycled composites, DenimX contributes to
a more sustainable world by saving energy water and
reducing CO2 emissions. The company adds to circularity as its products can be separated again and recycled back into the production process.

Planq, a Dutch sustainable furniture brand, created
Planqtextile, “a reusable veneer made from textile
waste and biobased resources, such as flax and jute,
pressed with a biodegradable binder plastic made of
potato or corn starch.”
The company uses recycled jeans from post-consumer resources or fashion brands as one of its key
materials to create their trendy “Unusual Chair,”
containing 12 pairs of jeans. Each chair is unique
as its value proposition highlights the beauty of
the denim fibres through the new material seen as
“veins of marble.” It can be returned and pressed
again into new products or shredded and 3D printed into new designs.
Both companies create products and offer circular
solutions to businesses that want to translate their
waste into new products and minimize their ecological footprint.
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USA-based company Shear MFG has been making
recycled content custom composites since 2013 and
developed Denimite. This material combines recycled
fibres from post-industrial and post-consumer denim
textile waste with a “bio-based resin” that turns the
loose fibre scraps into a hard but flexible composite
through a unique process. One of the best examples
was Rag & Bone - Denimite was made from their
waste denim and used for creating display furniture
for retail that has beauty and quality and translates the
circularity mission. "These whole use concepts are the
only way we work now. It's worth not being an accessory to greenwashing fast fashion," said Josh Shear.
The possibilities of using denim waste are endless and
even the automotive industry makes use of it. Composite technology student, Martin Maher, created a
Polestar 1 electric car door from denim and recycled
carbon fibre with bio-based epoxy resin. Cotton from
denim combined with recycled carbon fibre creates
a good impact resistance and strength combination.
It also adds performance qualities as the jeans in the
laminate prevent the carbon fibre from splintering.
“I hope reusable materials like denim, together with
composite technology, will become an alternative to
steel and plastics,” says Maher.

JOIN THE
UNTHINKABLE
MOVEMENT
& CLEAN THE AIR
WATC H
N OW

Creating a circular economy and reusing and decreasing the denim industry's waste will not take a day.
Collaborative efforts by the industry, governments,
significant investments, large-scale innovations, out
of the box thinkers, pioneering businesses, transparency, and traceability will hopefully get us there.

www.denimprive.com
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S HAPING
D ENIM’S
FU TU RE

CHT

HO L I ST I C S USTA I N A BL E
CON C E P TS WI T H M O RE
SAV I N G P OT E N T I A L
WeAr interviews Thomas Aplas, Head of Application Field
Garment, CHT Germany GmbH. CHT is a global player for specialty
chemicals active in their development, production, and sales.
How important are sustainable products in CHT’s range?
We are increasingly offering our customers products and
process solutions that have a sustainable impact within
the subsequent value chain. The share of ECO Range
products will increase to at least 80% within the CHT
product ranges by 2025.

higher product prices. This is frustrating from an ecological point of view but partly understandable from a purely
economic perspective. So, we tried to use the organIQ
system to replace other process steps, such as bleaching with chlorine, to create a holistic concept with more
savings potential.

What are CHT’s latest innovations and products?
One of our most important and latest innovations is a
top-level ecological system for jeans treatments, the organIQ EMS Jeans (EMS - Ecological Modular System),
which offers almost infinite jeans finishing possibilities.

How does that work in detail? What exactly is the special
feature of the organIQ system?
Compared to potassium permanganate, OrganIQ
BLEACH does not require any complex neutralization
but can simply be rinsed out. In addition, it is biodegradable and does not additionally pollute the wastewater with toxic substances. Consequently, wastewater treatment costs are drastically reduced. We
have developed the treatment of jeans with organIQ
BLEACH for the significantly water-saving application
technique of fogging.
Combining the organIQ system with modern fogging
systems allows substituting potassium permanganate,
chlorine bleaching lye, and even pumice stones to a
large extent by ecological processes - and with enormous savings in water and energy.

Can you explain these products and also their sustainable
and strategic impact?
The first product to replace potassium permanganate with
an ecological alternative in jeans finishing was introduced
in 2015 as part of our strategy. Potassium permanganate
is considered extremely harmful from an ecological point
of view and is used for local bleaching to create so-called
"used spots" on almost every pair of jeans.
Through this newly developed, innovative, and ecological
alternative organIQ EMS Jeans, we as a company can drastically reduce the use of this harmful substance for jeans
bleaching and the associated health consequences and environmental impact.

ISKO – Engineered for nature

T

he denim industry is ever changing with sustainability and design at its core. WeAr presents here some of the novelties that are taking
denim to the next level, from fabrics and concepts
to products and the stories behind them told by the
denim practitioners.

Sustainability and low-impact is key for brands as
such, Kurabo presents its ‘Looplus’ collection consisting of fabrics produced with pre-consumer and
post-industrial cotton coming from denim wastages.
These are collected during the cutting process of local Japanese brands’ denim garments. The brand also
only sources GOTS certified raw organic cotton and
all fabrics are OCS certified. In terms of dyeing Kurabo offers a small collection of natural dye taken from
Japanese tea leaves and stems through a simmer process, this system is called Kusakizome in Japan.
Picking up on recycling and dyeing topics, Tejidos
Royo has launched ‘Loop’, using materials such as
recycled cotton, European cotton and recycled elastane dyed with zero water. Vice-president and sales
manager Jose Rafael Royo Ballesteros says, ''Our
motto is to manufacture better with less, to make
fabrics with values. Minimizing resources in the production process is key to our business strategy. We
want to demonstrate that changing part of the process can accelerate the move towards a more sustainable textile industry."
Echoing this statement, Sharabati Denim's new collection takes a holistic approach by unifying Tencel
blends, recycled materials, and no water dyes in their
'Reboot' collection.

AGI Denim’s ‘Kaleido’ denim comes in a range of
colors, created with a dyeing technique which uses
recycled water. AGI Denim's Executive Director,
Hasan Javed: "In recent years, AGI Denim has been
making significant efforts in water stewardship. We
are especially proud of ReFresh Denim, a concept in
which no freshwater is used."
Also Isko’s new yarn spinning technology R-TWO50+
reduces water usage by 65% and carbon emission by
as much as 45%. It uses a minimum of 50% recycled
materials to reduce reliance on natural resources.
“We are extremely proud of R-TWO50+ and our advancements that open up a new frontier of Responsible Innovation,” says ISKO’s Head of Sustainability,
Ebru Özküçük.
Picking up on the circularity topic, Candiani’s follow-up to its Coreva line, which is a compostable
stretch denim fabric, focusses on using less chemicals by combining Coreva with regeagri certified
cotton, sourced from Brazil’s Scheffer. The cotton
is grown without irrigation, greater efficiency, and
48% fewer chemicals, compared when compared
to conventional cotton. This combination resulted
in Candiani’s most impact positive collection yet.
Candiani picks up an important topic as an estimated 71% of fabrics produced contain synthetic
fibres or yarns and conventional stretch yarns are
synthetic and petrol-based. They are not the only
company focusing on creating alternatives.

The Lycra Company and HeiQ joined forces to
create a yarn which aims to be a substitute to oil-

What are your sustainability projections and future strategy?
The answer is the expansion of our organIQ range. Under the
umbrella brand organIQ, a second ecological bleaching system for jeans called "organIQ seek" was already launched at
the end of 2021. Both organIQ systems can be combined to
form organIQ EMS Jeans, opening further possibilities to bring
jeans to all imaginable looks at the highest ecological level.
Furthermore, we see innovative machine technology rising. Indeed, the treatment of a pair of raw jeans can also be brought to an ecological
level, unimagined until recently by the machine finishing side of laundry, with a
high potential of drastic water and energy savings.
The positive aspect is that machine and specialty chemical manufacturers are
collaborating more closely, which will create greater synergies for environmentally conscious jeans treatments in the future.

What was the main issue thus far?
Potassium permanganate is transformed into manganese dioxide (brownstone), which can only be neutralized by adding other
chemicals that pollute the wastewater. This is usually followed
by the stonewash finishing method where a lot of stone abrasion,
thus sand, enters the wastewater and combines here with fibre fluff,
detached indigo, etc., to form a kind of sludge. After the stonewash, the jeans are
often brightened with chlorine bleach. This bleaching process must also be neutralized, which requires the addition of chemicals that pollute the wastewater.
This seems to be an important step towards sustainable jeans production. Have
you faced any challenges along the way?
Our original goal was to launch an ecological alternative for the harmful potassium permanganate. However, it turned out that the market does not accept

www.cht.com
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based fibres. HeiQ AeoniQ is a continuous cellulose
filament yarn, positioned to provide a versatile substitute to polyester and nylon fibres, offering a path
for apparel brands to directly act to reduce carbon
dioxide and microfibre impact.

Ananas Anam, Bananatex, and Circular Systems
have joined forces and formed the FIBRAL material
alliance. It aims to bring back a focus on ancient and
underrepresented fibres alongside new and innovative plant-based materials, introduced to the market to provide support and solutions to help heal the
Earth’s ecosystems. But not all innovations should
only revolve around sustainability – fit and design
are key to getting customers to purchase new denim.
Naveena’s Self-Fit technology, part of Wraptech
2.0 fabrics, offers products that fit different body
types and sizes simultaneously, guarantee comfort,
help prevent product returns, and decrease the
number of unsold items to be sent to landfills. SelfFit fabrics have a particular addition: one-size-fitsmore. This concept is also part of the Science of Fit
platform of The Lycra Company. Test results show
that Self-Fit fabrics enable garments to fit two sizes
up and down.
Current innovations in denim draw a remarkable
parallel with the circular economy, and new legal
regulations ensure even more modernization in
terms of water and energy management.
On the other hand, innovative fibres play an important role to reshape denim’s possibilities right at
the beginning of the supply chain.

NEWS

NEWS

GAP

SANDRINE ROSE

LEVI’S

Los Angeles-based denim brand Sandrine Rose represents relaxed luxury, showcased through the brand’s
effortless silhouettes and thoughtful craftmanship. Vintage-inspired denim and T-shirts meet soft, luxurious
fabrics. For A/W 22-23, the brand’s signature embroidery work is inspired by the 80s. Each piece has a timeless versatility ideal for every day, all-day wear. Parisian-born designer and art enthusiast Sandrine Abessera
works with well-worn textures and tones like dusted
browns and muffled yellows for the latest collection,
taking inspiration from the desolate Arizonian desert
mixed with a vivacious color palate from diverse pink,
earthy greens, and pale green on a vivid blue.
www.sandrinerose.com

The S/S 2022 collection of Levi's most sustainably designed line, 'Wellthread,' focuses on innovation through
natural and plant-based dyes, particularly plant-based
indigo, as well as the expanded use of organic cotton
and rainwater-irrigated hemp. This season's most significant innovation in materials is the increased use of European rainwater-irrigated hemp. In several pieces, the
rainwater-irrigated hemp is left un-dyed in its raw, natural state, giving it a warm color similar to linen. For its
S/S 2022 revamped 'Fresh Produce' range, Levi's uses
dyes derived from natural sources, including plants and
botanicals, producing vibrant icy shades of peach, lavender, pink and yellow.
www.levi.com

Gap has created the ultimate
denim playlist. Much needed
for the upcoming denim season.
Denim, the ultimate versatile
fabric is perfect for any mood
or occasion and so is the playlist which goes along the skinny,
wide or high-rise denims. Gap
has done extensive research by
compiling 997 matching denim-themed playlists with a total of 203,509 songs on Spotify,
counting how many times each
song appears across the board.
The result: the playlist every denim aficionado must have. By the
way, the highest score went to
Ashe’s ‘Another Man’s Jeans’.

ÇALIK DENIM
Turkish denim mill Çalik Denim introduced E-Last - a
new product and technology that ensures a low and
stabilized weft shrinkage value range. Featured in its
latest S/S 23 collection, 'bluEVASION' launched in
October, this technology can withstand multiple laundry processes both in production and at home, meaning the garment will never shrink, sag, or wrinkle for
the entirety of its life cycle.
The concept debuts at a time when stretch denim is
a crucial topic for the denim industry, reducing weft
shrinkage to a minimum, almost zero percent. There
are no measurement issues thanks to this new group of
fabrics' dimensional stability. Therefore, garment makers can lay the template, cut, sew and wash garments
without experiencing any issues.
calikdenim.com

LISTEN NOW:

Sharabati_Denim.pdf
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DENIM PRIVÉ
Denim Privé is a Paris-based denim design
think-tank and a strategic partner of denim
manufacturer Kassim. They recently created
the the 'Unthinkable Jacket' smart fabric that
aims to transform "normal" denim into air-purifying denim. It has an invisible coating called
Inus, which dilutes pollutants such as Nitrogen
Oxides (NOx), Sulfur Oxides (SOx), and Particulate Matter (PM2.5 and PM10) into harmless
by-products. Once the pollutants are in touch
with the garment, they are degraded with light

TENCEL

TEXTIL SANTANDERINA
It is estimated that over 90 million tons of waste fabrics are generated every year, of which 75%-80% are going directly to landfills or incinerators. With this in mind,
Textil Santanderina is implementing processes to reduce
the environmental impact actively. Its latest circularity project is S360° - a sustainable innovation to recycle and give
waste fabric new life. It is fully integrated into Santanderina's

supply chain to offer traceability and flexibility to the customer. S360°'s recycling process shreds textile using stripping machines breaking the fabric and yarns into smaller
pieces and pulling them into fibres. The mix is carded several times to clean and blend the fibres before they are spun
into new yarns. The production facility is based in Marocco.
www.textilsantanderina.com

Established in 1992, Lenzing's
flagship textile brand, Tencel,
celebrates 30 years of sustainable fibre innovation. The evolution of the brand's high-quality
fibre solutions for the apparel
and home textiles segments has
been used through industry-first
innovations, eco-friendly production processes, and close
collaboration of supply chain
partners. The brand initiatives to
promote a more sustainable lifestyle cover several digital strategies, including technologies to
reduce environmental impact
and the launch of Tencel eShop,
the first e-commerce platform
managed by a fibre producer. Finally, the brand forges the way to
carbon-neutral textile industry.
www.tencel.com
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using the process of ultraviolet photocatalysis.
The coating is made from Titanium Dioxide
(TiO2), a sustainable and naturally sourced
mineral that does not get consumed in degradation. Denim Privé further created an app
that collects data of the 'Unthinkable Jacket'
wearers about the environment in which they
are and gives an accurate measure of the positive impact they are having at that moment.
www.denimprive.fr
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WAS H WITH
INTELLIG ENCE
ARTISTIC MILLINER S

B ROA DE N I N G
T H E HO RI ZON
WeAr interviewed Omer Ahmed and Murtaza Ahmed who run Artistic Milliners
on recycling and circularity, the Metaverse and digitizing design.
Do you have any new sustainability innovations
you would like to share?
We’re on the verge of launching our brand-new fibre
recycling facility Circular Park, powered by clean energy and capable of outputting 500,000 kg of textile
waste back into the loop thanks to leading-edge Laroche equipment. This also enables precision control of
Post-Industrial fibres. Our water recycling efforts have
borne fruit as we currently recycle around 85% of water input, on the way to achieving 92% in the next few
years. We’ve continued offering brand partners an expansive range of conscious approaches, replacing traditional chemical and water-intensive processes with
more modern eco approaches like Ozone finishing and
our Crystal Clear 3.0 Dyeing methods. We also foster
circularity partnerships with expert organizations such
as C2C and Ellen MacArthur Foundation to help reduce any reliance on virgin resources.

In terms of Artistic Milliners - what are
your latest projects?
Our current latest project is ArtMill. This strategic
expansion into the piece-dye space, aims to ride the
boom in demand for multi-dimensional, multipurpose
wear, whether it’s in the casual, comfort, active or workwear space. Our goal with ArtMill is to make it the most
technologically advanced processing mill in the world
with uncompromising innovation at the heart of it. In
phase 1, ArtMill is set up to produce 2 million meters of
fabric per month. We’re also on the verge of launching a
big expansion of our Garments unit. The new facility is
the organic evolution of the garments division and will
add 30% production capacity while generating 3,500
jobs within the AM Ecosystem. Of course, in keeping
with our ethos for green innovation, its fully automated
and USGBC LEED Platinum certified.
Denim is clearly your focus, but do you expand
to other product categories?
Denim is at the heart of our business. Still, our now is
very much about using our expansive ecosystem to
build a new, exciting future: One that lets us continue
eco innovating in the denim and woven spaces while
leveraging our ever-expanding near-shoring capacity
at our Los Angeles facility SFI and other upcoming
locations. That enables us to be at the vanguard of
design and finishes. From athleisure to workwear to
casuals, we’re broadening our horizons to see how
we can combine our appetites for creative expansion
with our know-how and operational expertise.

How do you incorporate blockchain
technology in denim?
Knowing your cotton begins quite literally from the
ground up, starting with fibre: We’re working with
retraced to digitalize the entire cotton value chain
in Pakistan and help cotton farmers earn fair livelihoods. Retraced has built a traceability solution that
tracks and follows the natural flow of materials in real-time, working with key stakeholders in the value
chain; the farmer, the ginner, us, and ultimately our
customers are all equipped to digitally discern between the different cotton shipments and assess the
quality. Brands can, in turn, use the data to evaluate
the apparel’s production standards and communicate
the source of the clothing to their consumers. The increased connectivity and digitalization will help deliver authentic data throughout the supply chain.

OFFICIANA +39

I

n a time when the importance of water conservation
and the problem with water pollution cannot be ignored,
the industry is searching for appropriate responses.
Companies have been working on eco-conscious and intelligent solutions.

Elleti Group joined Wiser Wash’s international network as
an exclusive partner for Europe and the Mediterranean area,
adopting the innovative patented process for the treatment
of denim, offering one of the market’s lowest environmental impact. Wiser Wash is a patented technology that eliminates washing methods such as the use of pumice stone
and harmful chemicals while drastically reducing water
consumption throughout the process.
Kaiser Textile's new product "Lava Cell NSY" accelerates
the mechanical abrasion of indigo at room temperature and
provides stone wash effects without water on some denim
qualities without pumice stones. Jeaonologia's new technology, "ColorBox," efficiently presents a sustainable garment dye solution. It eliminates the polluting effect of the
conventional garment dying process. Automized system
comes with high color reproducibility, lower negative impact on the environment, and higher probability by reducing
the water and chemicals usage by 60%, in parallel with a
45% lower energy consumption.
Officina+39 has recently presented "Aqualess Fade," allowing the production of bleaching effects, whilst drastically reducing water consumption and using products with minimal
environmental impact. Other products they represent are
"Novascraper Indigo," a laser finishing technique that adds a

LEARN ABOUT

AWA S H O A I
U LT I M AT E P U R E
N AT U R A L I N D I G O

“Awashoai,” the pure natural indigo dye
from Tokushima, Japan, delivers a luxurious handcrafted color experience.
Masters painstakingly water and ferment
handpicked indigo leaves to produce
dyestuff “Sukumo,” a method developed
in the Edo period (17th-19th century) and
certified by the National Intangible Cultural Heritage. Yarns are cycled 20-30 times
by dipping in the dye solution, squeezing,
drying by artisan’s hand, and then transformed to an exquisite blue. This oncea-year process from indigo planting to
dyeing is sustainable and environmentally friendly and was believed to contain
insect repellent properties. “Awashoai”
denim gives any denim lover an ultimate
personalized blue color transformation.

What is your opinion on the future of denim design?
The future of denim design is digital, and with our
team at SFI in particular, we’re in a great position
to take advantage of this development. With 3D
design and modeling via Browzwear, we like to
say we can almost design at the speed of imagination. It lets our design teams flex their creative
muscles in entirely new ways, leverage trends faster, and take bigger swings. It
also enables us to scale our digital product library and utilize market data for
more accurate trendcasting, giving us a leg up on the design aspect. This will
help tackle issues related to excess production and wastages, serving our goal
of agile operational/ production models and has obvious benefits in terms of
conscious production.

Fabrics in the Metaverse - is this feasible?
While the fabric is traditionally reliant on feel, it’s easy
to see why so many clothing brands are jumping into the metaverse. It lets them
exercise their creativity while flexing their marketing muscle in these very fluid ways.
The metaverse right now is the web 2.0 of yesteryear: This ever-changing collection
of concepts makes for a cool way to take advantage of another key aspect of fabric:
the look. It also enables brands to break out of their collaborative comfort zone, work
with digital artists, and craft these ethereal designs.
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natural, vintage look to denim garments; "Aqualess Aged," a
waterless compound that contributes to denim abrasion effect; and "Oz-One Powder," an advanced product that gives
garments a bleached yet eco-friendly treatment, for a worn
and distressed look.
Start-up 140 Fahrenheit aims to revolutionize the conventional way of denim finishing thanks to the state-ofthe-art laser, washing, and drying technology in Germany's
Mönchengladbach. The facility has a 100% electricity-based
energy concept, with up to 96% lower water consumption
due to high-tech finishing machines and up to 80% lower
auxiliaries' consumption. The company aims not to use environmentally harmful chlorine, potassium permanganate,
or pumice stones and instead uses ozone, laser, NoStone
technology CO2 neutral, and GOTS certified auxiliaries. It
has recently started collaborating with German pant specialist Alberto.

Garmon designed the high quality and highly concentrated
product, "Fortes Gems," which has two goals: first to achieve
the best performance possible in the jeans anti-backstaining
category, and second to improve denim laundries' processes and efficiency and lower costs. Being Bluesign certified
and included in the ZDHC Gateway, Fortes Gems ensures
state-of-the-art dispersing performance and 100% concentration of active matter.
In the washing technologies of the future, smart chemicals,
ozone, and laser technologies will be utilized and developed
further on to achieve new washing designs.

INSIGHT

GUEST COMMENT

BOS SA

TOWA R D S ZE RO WAST E ,
W E C O N T I N UE
TO DO O UR PA RT
WeAr interviews Özge Özsoy, Marketing Chief of Bossa on their future
visions, innovations, and upcoming projects.

Which sustainability innovations are
you currently working on?
Sustainability has become a reality of our lives beyond being an innovation. It’s no secret that we buy more clothes
than we can actually use. Many of the items we throw
away end up in landfills. Often these items are not biodegradable and take centuries to break down. More
than 15 million tons of used textile waste are generated each year in the United States, and the amount
has doubled over the past 20 years.

Where do you see the future of
the denim industry?
Sustainability has become a reality of our lives beyond being
an innovation. With the increase in climate change and
environmental pollution, we focus on studies in the
field of sustainability. I think that the use of sustainable products will increasingly continue in the textile
industry and all sectors.
What are the most important
projects overall for Bossa?
We started to collaborate with Marmara Hemp, and
these new products will be shown at Kingpins Show,
Denim Première Vision, and Future Fabrics Expo
London. Marmara Hemp has a two-steps sustainability certification, which is important for private labels
to advertise sustainable brands on their garments.

Against this environmental pollution, we developed “Denim is Reborn in Bossa,” a post-consumer
recycling denim (PCRD) concept. We are collecting old jeans that our solution partner company
shreds into fibres. With these fibre pieces, we
create recycled fabrics. As a rule of thumb: 1000
old denim jeans can be used for producing 2000
meters of 20% PCRD blended fabric. Thus far,
we have created projects with companies such
as Nudie Jeans, Kuyichi, Mango, etc.

Our latest sustainable concept is "Future Healing."
Feel-good fabrics that are not only beneficial for the
planet but also for our well-being. New man-made
cellulosic fibres are intertwined with natural fibres to
create a futuristic blend of denim. High-tech materials
suchashemp,soybean, Repreve, Eastman Naia, Ciclo,
and Smartcell are paired with clean indigo styles
that make it the perfect choice for a seasonless style.

We also signed the “DENIM DEAL” together
with more than 30 international partners to make
post-consumer recycling textile the new norm
within the denim industry. All signatories have
committed to meeting specific sustainable principles as part of their operations. This includes
agreeing to work as quickly as possible towards a
standard of using at least 5% recycled textile in
all denim garments.

We have an ongoing project with our Saveblue
technology. We save 85% of water when dyeing 1mt of denim. We are now working on this
technology to make it a Zero Water dyeing system. In line with this, the first phase of our Solar
Energy System project has been completed.
Together with our cogeneration system, we
are now producing 50% of our total energy.

Which are the most important
customer demands?
Currently, the strongest demand from brands
are sustainable and especially recycled products. We are happy to be the first supplier
for many brands in this regard. We also
have investments related to this subject.
We will increase our capacity and add a
recycling process to our production.

As mentioned above, we aim to use a
higher rate of recycling. We will increase our capacity and add a recycling process to our production. Our
goal is to be a zero-waste company.

Podcast link

COM· MU · NI·TY
BY ANDREW OL AH, FOUNDER, KINGPINS SHOW

I

n 2004 we started the Kingpins Show, and from
the first event, it became astonishingly clear that
the jeans industry had the desire to be a community, and all the definitions of what a community is,
intersected at our event.

We never thought or planned to support a community because it never crossed our minds that one could
exist, but here we are, eighteen years later, enabling a
body of people to participate and associate together.
I enjoy Malcolm Gladwell’s podcast Revisionist History, and I am particularly fond of the episode that
reveals how some of the most memorable works of
art had modest and undistinguished births but over
time are developed into extraordinary, even spectacular creations not by the originator but by others
who see things differently and enhance the original
product.
We are blessed to have a wonderful reaction from
the denim community who have written us or told
us how excited they are that Kingpins Amsterdam
will be back in April. I don’t believe it’s our show that
excites everyone but the fact that our show will be
the backdrop for everyone to be back together.

Community gatherings scratch an emotional and
professional itch, and we seriously hope the days we
all spend together in April will be fun and enlightening. I can’t wait to leave home and return to my
former life, especially at Kingpins Amsterdam. It will
also be exciting because our industry is developing
new ideas and new ways of doing things at an unprecedented speed.

Provenance (from fibre to shipment)
There is no doubt in anyone’s mind that one of the
most important developments in the last two years
is the need to know where products are from and
how to prove it. Some companies use blockchain
technology (digitalizing paper certifications), and
others mark their products.
We are in the early days of real trustable systems, but
we all know and agree that all jeans’ production and
components will have to be 100% traceable one day.  

Digitalizing Products
Covid taught us how to show and talk about our
products without leaving our homes. We might hate
it, preferring in-person meetings, but out of necessity, we learned that we need to be able to work, even

when we can’t meet anyone or go to our offices.
I’ve believed for a long time Textiles and Apparel
need to be digitalized and love the idea so much
I sold our fabric business to Material Exchange
and enthusiastically jumped on their digital bus,
which I think will drive all of us to the future.

Recycle
For those who will come to the Kingpins show,
there will be a lot of positive noise about the Denim Deal supported by many Dutch brands and supply chain members. The fact is that we are moving
towards the day when 20% of all garments might
be composed of recycled fibres. One hopes there
are enough used garments and fabric waste to support this dream, and the high-speed sorting of old
clothes technology is fascinating. I recently saw it
at Gama in Turkey. Amazing!
There are many more innovations in our industry
to applaud, with water and energy savings leading
the discussion, but the real applause goes to those
who genuinely love transforming their segment of
the supply chain in our industry. There is a notable
sub-community—the leaders or transformers who
will take us to the future.

organIQ seek

ORGANIC BLEACHING AGENT FOR DENIM

The organIQ family gets a new member which makes this range grow into a modular system. Be excited
about our second purely organic and completely biodegradable bleaching agent for denim – organIQ seek.
It complements the existing system with additional possible effects but can also perform on its own. High
lows or flat look? Water or fog treatment? With our Ecological Modular System, organIQ EMS Jeans, you
have almost unlimited possibilities – you have the choice.
Follow us on Instagram
@chtjeansandmore

More about us at www.cht.com

www.bossa.com
CHT-1187_AZ_OrganIQseek_275x100_EN_220222.indd 1
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THE BACKSTAGE
OF DENIM:
SOURCING TRENDS

GREAT ACCESSORIES
MAKE
GREAT DENIMS
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BY SEBASTIAN KLINDER,
M A N A G I N G D I R E C TO R , M U N I C H FA B R I C S TA R T & B L U E Z O N E

N E R M I N KÖ S E / S H A M I N VO G E L
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W

hile trend-forecasters are
divided between a near future of slower, earnest, and
durable approaches to denim versa
a proper "bonkers behavior trend,"
craving the latest crazy and disposable luxury catwalk denim, one thing
strikes the entire denim industry. And
it strikes the industry backstage. Rising electricity, gas and petrol prices
have given an extremely hard upcharge to raw material and product
prices. Add to that the horrendous
new costs of containers and logistics to understand the pressure on all
product managers these days. Luckily, solutions exist.

The "New Near" or "re-manufacture
locally" movement has already been
a trend. Now, it has become a necessity and a chance at the same time.
From ginning to spinning to weaving,
sewing and laundering: Europe and
North Africa have become the new
dynamic centers for nearby denim
manufacturing. Initially, we noted
this in Western European countries
for premium products. However,
with the new international sourcing context, even value chains are
working hard to make these "made
around the corner" factories fully
functional. For example, factories
in Tunisia, Morocco, and Turkey
have been contacted by many buyers to suddenly "re-source" former
Asia-manufactured products to stay
closer to their retail destinations. It
has become key to drastically reduce distances when shipping denim goods. Knowing that closer destinations also provide more flexibility
and working with different mills than

A

Asia, it's not too difficult to predict
the changes that will influence the
industry.

ccessories are important components that shape, change,
and renew the story of denim. The offer nowadays is especially
strengthened by metal accessories,
which are an excellent opportunity to
recreate jeans by adding exciting innovations and features in design and
sustainability. WeAr gives a closer
look at the latest works of some leading accessory companies.

The cards of the game have been seriously scrambled. It’s a new beginning for many. Sourcing needs to be
reinvented in all its aspects. The need
for information and physical encounters with these new and closer players has become even more urgent.
And it is also changing the approach
of the next BLUEZONE.

Riri’s brand Cobrax creates denim
buttons and rivets. Their jeans buttons collection is associated with gold,
palladium, nickel free satin, and ruthenium finishing, combined with refined
profiles and shapes. It also features
vintage items in stainless steel, recycled brass, and copper, with a rougher
approach. Timay & Tempo’s S/S 2023
collection reflects this trend in their
‘Verdigris’ line, which takes its name
from the greenish pigment. It features
buttons and rivets stylized with matte
brass, gold shade, and replaceable
buttons in screw design. Additionally,
their ‘Sundial’ line encompasses gold
brass buttons with complementing
gold zip stoppers and sew labels.

In line with the increasing importance
of sourcing solutions, the upcoming
BLUEZONE and MUNICH FABRIC
START will open a new independent
larger hall for sourcing suppliers as a
stand-alone show-in-show concept.
Rounding off the current international
exhibitor portfolio, European all-inone providers with a focus on nearshoring will complete the global offer
of sourcing solutions for brands, labels,
and the retail sector in a brand-new
ambiance. Directly opposite the MOC
and adjoining the Zenith area, the new
Motorworld site offers a spectacular
event hall of around 2500 square meters that will be hosting prime manufacturing solutions from all over the
world to offer broad solutions to the
industry’s needs.

YKK widens its commitment to circularity and sustainability through a
collection of two zippers and a button made with ‘Econyl’ regenerated
nylon. This circular material, made
from nylon waste, is manufactured by
synthetic fibre producer Aquafil SpA
and supplied in collaboration with
Tokyo-based trade company Itochu
Corporation . Recycling is not a
trend contained to fabrics but also
found in accessories as this collection is built on YKK’s ‘Nation’ range,

BLUEZONE is a crucial physical
platform for all denim lovers and experts to experience futuristic innovations. In between the shows, the
blue community can dive into trend
inspiration and denim information
on www.bluezone.show. Stay tuned for
the next show happening August 30-31,
2022 in Munich, Germany.
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which includes materials made form
PET bottles, old fibre and polyester
remnants.
Also, Cobrax presents sustainable
treatments and natural materials, from
recycled nylon buttons to over-injections of bio-based polyurethane and
sewing buttons realized in bio-resin. The selection of the accessories is
associated with specific sustainable
techniques, such as PVD, and the inclusion of natural materials, such as
rice husk powder, cork, and recycled
hemp, mono-material which can be
easily disassembled from clothes.
Leading woven tapes and fashion accessories supplier Nastrificio Victor,
provides some of the world’s tops
brand, including the ones in the denim industry, with tapes, cords, braids,
colored ribbons and bows, trims and
piping. Its S/S 2023 collection reflects
the current gender identity movement and adapts fibres, colors, prints,
and embroideries to a fluidity concept. It displays sonorous colors, from
gender-neutral styles to new elegant
shades of gray and elemental outdoor
shades, starting with baby pastels and
lightly colored neutrals, but also lighter
ranges and ultra-light colors. The company also focusses on circularity as
part of its environmental responsibility.
Metal accessories are constantly being reinterpreted with a new design
approach in line with denim trends. In
the examples above, innovative developments and digital presentations
appear effectively in collections; besides, functionality and sustainability
issues stand out.
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Founder | Paige

48

31

59

85

64

91

TOP

CEO & Managing Director
Artistic Milliners

97

BRAND

T

his list honors the 100 most influential people in the
denim industry. Together with an advisory panel,
the editorial team of WeAr has researched and selected denim movers, shakers and influencers. It is a combination of outstanding denim brands, washing experts,
fabric and yarn producers, as well as the best retailers,
shows and showrooms. They were chosen based on their
achievements and each one of them has made a significant contribution to improving the industry. There are undoubtedly many others we could name, and we applaud all
those striving to enhance and improve the business. This
list will be continued and changed according to the times.
We invite our readers to contribute with suggestions –
please email info@wear-magazine.com.

INDUSTRY

Stefano Aldighieri
Founder
Another Design Studio

DESIGNER

Giorgio Armani
Founder| Armani Jeans

BRAND

Junior Arraes & Danny Hodgson
Rivet & Hide

RETAIL

Han Ates
Founder | Blackhorse Ateliers

DESIGNER

KIya & Demitra Babzani
Founder | Self Edge

RETAIL

Sanjeev Bahl
Founder + CEO | Saitex Denim

INDUSTRY

Scott Baxter
CEO | Lee, Wrangler

BRANDS

BRAND

Chip Bergh
CEO | Levi Strauss

BRAND

Fabio Bisogno
Owner | Clanupstairs

RETAIL

SHOWROOM

BRAND

BRAND

23 Jonathan Cheung
Designer | Unspun
24 Daniel Cizmek
Owner | DC4 Japanese
Denim Store
25 Emily Current & Merritt Elliott
Co-Founders | Current/Elliott
26 Jason Denham
Founder | Denham
27 Miguel Dheedene
CEO | Fashion Club 70
28 Dr. Dilek Erik
Global Marketing
Sharabati Denim
29 Borys Fridman
Owner | JeansJeansJeans
30 Mr. Haruya Fujita
President | Kurabo

56 Gabriele Maggio
CEO, Stella McCartney

BRAND

57 Asif Malik
CEO | US Denim

INDUSTRY

58 Paul & Maurice Marciano
Co-Founder & CCO GUESS

BRAND

RETAIL

BRAND

59 Cindy McNaull
Business Development Director
INVISTA (Cordura)
INDUSTRY

INDUSTRY

39 Ken-Ichi Iwaya
Founder | Pure Blue Denim

BRAND

60 Hiroyuki Murai
CEO | Moussy

INDUSTRY

RETAIL

BRAND

RETAIL

DESIGNER

RETAIL

BRAND

BRAND

SHOWROOM

INDUSTRY

RETAIL

INDUSTRY

Gordon Giers
CEO | Closed

DESIGNER

INDUSTRY

38 Tommy Hilfiger
Founder | Tommy Hilfiger

Franco Catania
CEO | Giada S.P.A.

President | Cone Mills

RETAIL

Tricia Carey
Director Business
Development Denim |Lenzing

FOUNDATION

RETAIL

Alberto Candiani
President | Candiani Denim

54 Ellen MacArthur
Founder | Ellen
MacArthur Foundation

BRAND

37 Roger Hatt
Owner | VMC Original Store

Markus Cadruvi
Founder | Dee Cee Style

36 Donwan Harrell
Founder & Creative Director
ARTMEETSCHAOS

53 Chris Leba
CEO | R13

BRAND

61

40 Johnny Johansson
Co-Founder & Creative Director
Acne
BRAND
41

Manoru Kaihara
Owner | Kaihara Denim

42 Murat Karamancı
Board President | Orta

INDUSTRY

INDUSTRY

43 Norbert Kaltenbach
Owner | Jeans by Kaltenbach

RETAIL

44 Matthew A. Kaness
CEO | Lucky Brand

BRAND

45 Serhat Karaduman
CEO | Calik Denim
46 Arsal Kassim
Founder | Denim Privé
Creative Director I Kassim
47 Issei Kinoshita
Store Manager | Hinoya

INDUSTRY

INDUSTRY

RETAIL

48 Sebastian Klinder
Managing Director and Owner
Munich Fabric Start

TRADE SHOW

49 Fatih Konukoglu
CEO | Isko Division

INDUSTRY

50 Yul Ku
CEO | AG Jeans
51

BRAND

Managing Director | Alberto

52 Gilles Lasbordes
General Manager
Première Vision

BRAND

TRADE SHOW
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77 Martijn Hagman
CEO Europe, CEO Worldwide
Tommy Hilfiger | PVH

BRAND

78 Enrique Silla
Founder | Jeanologia

INDUSTRY

79 Matteo Sinigaglia
CEO | Fashion Box Spa

BRAND

80 Danielle Statham
Founder, Fibretrace

INDUSTRY

Ricardo Steinbruch
Owner | Vincunha

INDUSTRY

82 Palle Stenberg
CEO | Nudie Jeans

BRAND

83 Shinzo Suzuki
President | Denim Tech

INDUSTRY

84 Nick Takayuki
Designer | Kato

BRAND
DESIGNER

85 Tracey Tan
Co-Owner
Queen’s Couture
The Denim Store

RETAIL

86 Flavio & Alice Tonello
General Management &
Marketing | Tonello

INDUSTRY

87 Jens Grede & Erik Torstensson
Founder | Frame
BRAND

INDUSTRY

RETAIL

RETAIL

64 Salvatore Parasuco
CEO | Parasuco

BRAND

91

INDUSTRY

66 James Quirk
Managing Director
Ron Herman

RETAIL

67 Luca Roda
CEO, Jacob Cohën

BRAND

Menno van Meurs
CEO | Tenue de Nîmes

RETAIL

92 Bert van Son
CEO | MUD Jeans

BRAND

93 Jos van Tilburg
Founder | G-Star

BRAND

94 Andrea Venier
Managing Director
Officina +39

INDUSTRY

95 Marcus Wainwright
Founder | Rag & Bone
96 Marcella Wartenbergh
CEO | Pepe Jeans

BRAND

BRAND

97 Mark Werts
RETAIL

69 Andrew Rosen
Co-Owner | Alice + Olivia,
Rag & Bone, FRAME,
Veronica Beard

BRANDS

70 Renzo Rosso
Founder | Diesel

BRAND

Jeffrey Rudes

72 Chnanon Sachdev
Founder | Pronto Denim

RETAIL

90 Uwe van Afferden
Owner | Heritage Post Store

TRADE SHOW

Co-Founder J Brand
& CEO | L'Agence

76 Benny Seki
Owner | Take 5

89 Uçurum family
Owner | Bossa

63 Andrew Olah
Founder | KingPins

71

Marco Lanowy

BRAND
DESIGNER

BRAND

BRAND

68 Lena-Sophie Röper
Premium Buying Director
Zalando

74 Ksenia Schnaider
Designer | Ksenia Schnaider

BRAND

62 Tsuyoshi Noguchi
Director | Minedenim

65 Giovanni Petrin
General Manager
Martelli Lavorazioni

INDUSTRY

88 Jean Touitou
Founder | A.P.C.

Dennis H. Nelson
CEO | The Buckle

73 Pierre Schmitt
CEO | Velcorex

81

55 Steve Maggard

35 Shinichi Haraki
CEO | Iron Heart

Rudy Budhdeo
CEO | Son of a Stag

BRAND
DESIGNER

SHOWROOM

Michael Buckley
CEO | True Religion Jeans

33 Adriano Goldschmied
Founder | Genious Group
34 Reinhard Haase
CEO | Unifa Group

Renzo Braglia
CEO | Brama Group

BRAND
DESIGNER

INDUSTRY

Julian Born
CEO | LYCRA

32 François Girbaud
Founder and owner
Marithé + François Girbaud

99

75 Olaf Schmidt
Vice President Textiles & Textile
Technologies Messe Frankfurt TRADE SHOW

Lela Becker & Tim Keading
Founders | Mother Denim

92

62

Omer Ahmed & Murtaza Ahmed

22 Dixie Carter
President | Panda Biotech

31

22

Paige Adams-Geller

20 Joel Carman
Founder | Over The Rainbow
21

77

16

Founder, CEO | American Rag
Cie

RETAIL

98 Gordon Wu
Owner, Vigoss

BRAND

99 Heiko Wunder
CEO | wunderwerk

BRAND

100 Tadashi Yanai
President | Fast Retailing Group RETAIL

BRANDS

RETAIL

Suggestions – please email
info@wear-magazine.com
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